
Unless otherwise noted, the 
meetings are held at The Bell 
in Charlbury, at 7:30 for 8:00 
p.m. The Bell serves food (as 
well as drink, naturally) and 
some members have taken to 
dining there before meetings. 
If  you would like to order food 
in advance to avoid the rush, 
please contact Lidia Dhorn on 
01608 810278.

June Meeting
There is no Monday meeting 
next month. Instead the Guild 
is visiting Tilley's Printing in 
Ledbury on Wednesday 20th 
June. There are about a dozen 
names so far; Miles will be in 
touch directly with those going 
nearer the time with a plan. 
There could be room for a 
couple more.

Monday 2 July
Mysterious Types: Making 
letters meaningful with words 
and images by Susan Allix. 
Susan is a prize-winning 
producer of  artists’ books since 
the 70s, many of  which you 
will probably have seen at the 
Fine Press Book Fair.

Sue Bradbury: 'Nothing more exquisite than a 
bonny book.'

The idea that ice-cream and paper might share the 
same texture is an unusual one, but this was one of  the 
thoughts, we’re told, that prompted Charles Ede to 
form the Folio Society in 1947.

Sue Bradbury, a former Folio Society director, treated 
us to a lively talk about her time there, punctuated with 
slides showing enough of  the Society’s enviable book-
design, bindings and illustrations to keep her audience 
amused all evening.

From the outset, the Folio Society aimed to enhance 
their texts by producing books unusual for the elegance 
of  their physical aspects, from the paper and design to 
bindings and illustration. This aim, which is probably 
familiar to most of  us, has ensured their survival despite 
the rapidly changing world of  publishing and the un-
certain economic situation of  recent years.

One of  the identifying factors in the Folio Society’s 
output is their use of  contemporary illustrators who 
contributed another dimension to their stories, rather 
than merely illustrating what was already there. We saw 
this to very good effect not only in Quentin Blake’s 
delightful illustrations for Lewis Carroll’s The hunting of  
the Snark but also in the woodcuts by Edward Bawden 
illustrating Malory’s Chronicles of  King Arthur.

No less impressive than their books as physical objects 
is the range of  titles that the Folio Society has published 
since 1947. Their choice of  text manages to be at the 
same time classic and innovative, ensuring that there is 
a book for every reader.
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If  Sue’s talk was any indication, we’ll all surely look 
forward to the publication of  her book gathering 
together anecdotes of  the (often fractious) relationships 
between publishers and their authors.

	 	 	 	 	 	           Liz Adams

Obituary: Nicholas Parry
The books that came from the Tern Press between 1974 
and 2010, modest in scale but surprisingly large in 
number (forty appeared in the first decade), had a rare 
wholeness and integrity, the creation of  one man as 
publisher, artist and printer, and his wife as binder. 
Nicholas was no slave to technique or tradition, and his 
types (e.g. Delphin and Caslon), margins (generous, 
sometimes quirky), papers (often lightweight hand-
mades from Barcham Green), formats (rather square) 
and engravings (sometimes in colour, shades of  S. 
Palmer?) have a freshness that makes them quite 
different to the usual private press fare. Mary’s bindings, 
often using his engraved papers, fitted them perfectly.
I once heard a noted authority criticise Tern books for 
their technique. But Nicholas turned technique on its 
head and made letterpress and engraving (the two 
seemed indissoluble in his hands) his own special tool 
for creating the results he required. He outlined this all 
quite well in Matrix 5, for which he also printed 750 
copies of  a two-colour double spread from The Prize 
(1985), perhaps the longest run he ever encountered.

In the tradition of  Blake? Perhaps that’s not too 
extravagant a claim. I know I wish I’d bought more
of  them in those early days at Market Drayton where 
they printed together so happily, in a house that seemed 
about to tumble down the side of  the hill.
	 	 	 	 	 	         John Randle

From our Chairman
It's sad to report the death of  Jem Wilyman of  
Heritage Books. He was an enthusiastic purveyor of  
the private press oeuvre, and his jovial greeting at 
book fairs will be missed. I shall miss too my annual  
race with him to the Whittington Press bargain stall on 
their Open Day.
	 	 	 	 	 	      Miles Wigfield

Other events

Oxford Art Weeks is now in 
the second of  three weeks, but 
there is still a lot to see. More 
information on the artists can 
be found on their website: 
www.artweeks.org/

Out of  the woods: the art 
of  science at Wytham Wood: 
an exhibition of  lino- and 
wood-cuts by two OGP 
members, Rosie Fairfax-
Cholmeley & Robin Wilson. 
The Museum of  Natural 
History, Oxford: 12 May to 30 
September, 10:00 am to 5:00 
pm (free entry).

Note to new members
As our membership has been 
increasing lately, I’d like to 
begin by welcoming any new 
members, and continue by 
asking a favour of  them. It has 
been suggested to me that 
some introductions might be 
in order, especially from those 
who can’t make our monthly 
meetings. If  you are one of  
our new members and would 
like to write a sentence or two 
about yourself  and/or your 
printing operation for the next 
newsletter, it would be very 
much appreciated. Please send 
any contributions to the editor,  
Liz Adams, either by email 
(juxonpress@gmail.com) or 
’phone (07813 807453).
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